
In this paper the genesis of category management and the research
techniques that have been applied against this area are considered. We
generally find a disconnect between the application of findings from
traditional research to category management solutions. The reason for
this lack of cohesion stems from the misapplication of current
technologies and, often, an overly simplistic view of the mapping of
consumer attitudes and opinions to category management solutions.
Virtual reality shopping techniques are discussed as a time and cost
efficient method of determining whether a category management solution
produces the end goal – more sales for the manufacturer and more sales
for the retailer.
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INTRODUCTION
The 1990s brought a major shift in the way FMCG retailers and manufacturers
interacted. Driven by underlying changes in consumer demographics,
economic structure, and technology, retailers in both Europe and North
America became far more powerful in the relationship than in previous
decades (Kahn and McAlister, 1997). This shift in power, and in particular, the
category management/ECR approach to FMCG business is, in turn giving rise
to new consumer research tools.
Manufactures found themselves competing in a new world where the
traditional tools of brand management that generated awareness, trial, and
loyalty were weakened as markets and media became more diverse and
fragmented. Thousands of new items were introduced each year into categories
that were stable or declining anyway. Manufacturers faced competition from
the retailers themselves; consistent price increases for branded products,
combined with increasing product parity (or decreasing product
differentiation), allowed the growth of attractively priced private label
products. Grocery retailers were also subject to market fragmentation. They
woke up to find that their growth was fueled almost entirely by manufacturer
price increases and that they were vulnerable to alternative store formats such
as hypermarkets, warehouse club stores, and most especially, mass
merchandisers. Mass merchants were more efficient on almost every element
of supply chain management. Consequently these store formats were able to
offer lower prices to consumers while simultaneously generating higher
margins on the same products carried by the traditional grocery retailer.
“Category Management” evolved as a way for traditional food retailers to
compete with mass merchandisers and other alternative store formats. As
grocery retailers became larger and more concentrated, category management
became more prominent as a philosophy and a business practice. Any large
FMCG manufacturer in the United States who actually wants to reach their
consumers with their products must now participate in category management
as intensely as they do in their own brand management.
Just as the brand is the center of management for marketers, the category and
the store became the unit of management for the retailer. Although the basic
guidelines for category management are well documented by both the Food
Marketing Institute (FMI) in North America and The Joint Committee on ECR
in Europe, the actual practice of category management is as varied as retailers
themselves. Generally speaking however, when we talk about managing
categories, we look to maximize the sales and profits, at the store section level,
through:
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! supply channel efficiencies including just-in-time delivery, lower
warehousing costs, and better wholesale pricing;

! optimizing consumer prices for products;
! optimizing promotions and dealing;
! optimizing new product introductions through both supply chain and

product design;
! optimizing the assortment of products carried by any one store;
! optimizing the physical array of products on the shelf.

These tasks are (ideally) accomplished through a sort of uneasy partnership
between the retailer and the manufacturer with each trying to reach and win
the same consumer. The retailer focuses on reducing operating costs while
attempting to deliver superior benefits to the consumer in terms of perceived
value, convenience, assortment, and a unique shopping experience. The
manufacturer focuses on protecting brand relationships with the consumer
shopping the channel, customizing products and promotions for the retailer,
and innovating both products and marketing that drive demand and growth.
The sharing of insights about the consumer drives this intersection of retailer
and manufacturer objectives. It is in the best interests of both manufacturers
and retailers to understand their consumer before trying to market to them or
design stores to accommodate them. Both entities employ the usual arsenal of
marketing and sales research techniques to answer questions about how
consumers behave. What we want to talk about in this paper is how retailers
and manufacturers conduct category management research, focusing on the
advances that have recently been taking place.

CONSUMER INSIGHTS
Because much of the information about consumer behavior is locked in the
store’s own sales information system, category management research has
relied heavily on database analytic techniques and modeling scanner sales
data. These tools can produce truly useful insights about actual consumer
behavior at very fine resolution. For example, it is quite possible to determine
the price elasticity of two-liter bottles of Pepsi Twist at any given Safeway
store in the United States. It is also possible to know what types of beverages
are likely to sell at that Safeway based on the demographic profiles of
consumers in the store’s neighborhood.
As powerful and widespread as these analytical techniques are, they have
many limitations. They require access to large, expensive UPC scanner
databases and they require skilled analysts to build the models. The models
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themselves have limitations, two of which are critical to category management
issues. First, they only operate on existing products that have enough
transactions and variability to reveal the underlying stable patterns. Second,
they are domain-bounded – the models can parse the variation among existing
time periods and marketing actions, but do not extend well beyond those
boundaries. New products, and channels and geographies that lack these
oceans of numbers, have been essentially dark to Category Management
analysis. The truly novel promotion or the radically altered brand assortment
cannot be researched with this data. These models, while powerfully
predictive, lack the depth of understanding that can only come from interacting
and investigating actual people rather than simply the traces of their behavior.
New technologies and research practices address these limitations. The
advances in category management research come from the use of virtual
reality shopping techniques to simulate the desired changes. The merging of
traditional research methodologies with this newer area of virtual reality is
designed to insert the understanding of the consumer into the design of
category management strategies and their resulting sales impact. This is most
common when we try to understand shelf assortment and shelf layout. The
next section of this paper presents a number of case studies, some of which
will show a happy confluence of these technologies and some that will show
that the mixture can produce disappointing and misleading outcomes.

VIRTUAL REALITY TECHNOLOGIES
Before we begin with research results, it is necessary to understand the basics
of virtual reality shopping systems. We’ll talk about two systems today,
Visionary Shopper from Simulation Research and Virtual Store; a proprietary
tool developed this year by PEPSICO and its technology partners, Fifth
Dimension. Visionary Shopper, active since 1993, simulates an in-store
shopping environment, looking at stores aisle-by-aisle or section-by-section.
Virtual Store simulates the shopping experience for an entire store and is
useful for questions involving display placement, category adjacencies, or
overall store design. Versions of the Virtual Store exist for an 18 aisle typical
U.S. supermarket, a U.S. convenience store, and even various fast food
restaurants. With either system, consumers are intercepted in shopping malls
(in the United States – other recruiting methods are used in other countries)
and are brought into the interview site under the guise of testing a new method
of in-home shopping. Each system presents to consumers a simulated shopping
environment on a computer screen that consumers can navigate, permitting
them to shop in much the same way they would a normal store. The researcher
has complete control over all aspects of the shoppers’ environment and can
design and manipulate their experience experimentally to derive insight into
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shopping behavior that is not possible in an actual store for reasons of expense,
logistics, legalities, or security.
Respondents are seated in front of the large computer monitor, where the
interviewer explains the purpose of the test and the operation of the computer
simulation (how to move around the shelf and how to pick up, turn, read, and
purchase products). Using a touch-screen or other controlling device,
consumers can move left or right, up or down, and move closer to and farther
away from the shelf. Touching a product brings it to the front of the screen,
where it can be turned around to show any side. Touching an icon on the
screen pulls up a high-resolution image of the package for readability. A
separate icon places the product in the shopping cart. The respondent’s task is
simple: shop as they would normally shop. Respondents typically go on a
number of shopping trips, allowing for multiple data points from each
respondent and allowing us to introduce manipulations within respondent.
Validations of simulations such as these are contained in Burke et. al. (1992),
Burke (1996), and Campo et. al. (1999).

MARKET STRUCTURE AND ASSORTMENT
Market structure is a key driver in many category management operations,
particularly when we are looking at what products are on the shelf or how
these products are physically stocked on the shelf. One of the advantages of
these virtual reality techniques is the ability to simulate out-of-stock situations
and derive the consumers’ market structure, a) without asking the question of
how they would substitute products; and b) focusing on the product itself
rather than the user or usage of the product. In the Visionary Shopper system,
a scenario can be created where, when a consumer goes to purchase a product,
a sign will come up, saying, “Sorry, this product is temporarily unavailable.
Please select another product or, if there is no substitute, touch the exit sign to
leave this section”. The sign goes away and the product disappears from the
shelf set, leaving a hole where it once was. We can then observe what, if any,
product they choose to substitute. From this switching data, we can work up to
an understanding of how consumers understand, purchase, and structure
categories of products. The value of this approach compared to traditional
survey or household panel data techniques has been discussed in detail
elsewhere (Needel, 1998).
A biscuit manufacturer in Latin America made over 30 separate biscuit
products. To understand whether they were overdoing their selection, they
conducted personal interviews on consumers’ usage patterns. When consumers
talked about biscuits, they talked about them in the context of how they were
used. For example, they would talk about snacking or serving biscuits with ice
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cream or serving crackers with soup. Moreover, the nine different usage
occasions that were identified by talking to consumers tied closely to the
products shoppers would buy (or so the shoppers claimed). When they
compared the match between products and usage occasions it was clear that a
number of similar products were satisfying the same occasion need. This
prompted our client to consider reducing the number of products they made,
creating savings on the manufacturing and distribution end.
In running the switching analysis, we uncovered a problem with their earlier
research: there was little to no loyalty to a particular segment. That is, having
chosen a biscuit that “would be good for dessert with coffee”, based on the
segmentation research, the probability that the shopper would choose another
such biscuit when presented with an out-of-stock situation was only 33%. This
was the strongest loyalty index of the nine segments that the personal
interviews had described. The results from this part of the analysis are
described in figure 1 below.

Figure 1
BISCUIT SEGMENT LOYALTY
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What we did learn from the switching analysis was that consumers were brand
loyal, especially to the market leader (Brand A in the figure 2 below). Seventy-
six percent of the time that consumers switched to another product when faced
with a forced out-of-stock, they chose another of the leader’s brands.
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Figure 2
BISCUIT BRAND LOYALTY
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Indeed, a market structure of the biscuit business in this country suggests two
things:
! There is relatively little overlap between the leader’s products and

competitive products. Where there is overlap, it is mostly by design, with
one of the overlapped products being designed as a duplicate of the other.

! Within the manufacturer’s line-up, there was much overlap between very
similar products, enabling them to stop manufacturing a number of their
varieties with little sales impact.

From this study, the manufacturer was able to reduce their offerings and drive
supply chain savings. The retailer was able to reduce the number of warehouse
slots, gaining from logistics savings, and was able to put shelf space to better
use. (See figure 3.)
Let us take a look at another merger of traditional techniques and virtual
reality shopping to answer a different category management issue. In this case,
we want to focus on the need for a new product to improve the assortment
carried by a retailer.
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Figure 3
COOKIE MARKET STRUCTURE

In the U.S. battery market, there are three major branded players and a small
Private Label segment (the manufacturer who commissioned this research has
asked that this case study be blinded with respect to brands). Brands “A” and
“B” are the largest share brands by far. They compete directly on a form-by-
form basis and are parity priced (and priced at a premium). Brand “C” is
typically priced between premium and private label. Most stores in the United
States only carry two of the three major brands, with Brand “C” having much
less distribution than the two share leaders. In order to investigate Brand “C”’s
role in the category assortment, hoping to make a fact-based argument for
listing the product, the maker conducted a sequence of three separate studies.
In the first study, a traditional usage and attitude study (U&A), consumers
clearly saw Brand “A” and Brand “B” as higher quality, but they also viewed
them as nearly identical products. This finding suggested that the two premium
brands might be redundant on the shelf. A follow-up scanner data brand-depth
model investigated whether there were redundancies and opportunities. A. C.
Nielsen’s syndicated data analysis looked at category sales velocity differences
under different brand stocking conditions. The analysis showed that stores
carrying Brand “C” sold 5% more batteries (dollar sales) than stores without
Brand “C”.
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Figure 4
WEEKLY STORE SALES WITH AND WITHOUT BRAND “C”
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This analysis also showed that as a store stocked more Brand “C” products,
both the manufacturer’s dollar sales and category dollar sales grew, at least
until there were at least 12 Brand “C” products stocked.

Figure 5
CATEGORY AND BRAND “C” SALES BY # BRAND “C” SKUS
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The model also showed something else interesting – simulations of stores
stocking Brand “B” generally had weaker category sales, as shown in the chart
below. Indeed, even with a large number of Brand “B” items, category sales
do not exceed the point where Brand “B” is not stocked.
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Figure 6
CATEGORY SALES BY # BRAND “B” SKUS
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These data seemed to present Brand “C” with an opportunity to gain
distribution at the expense of Brand “A” or Brand “B”, being relatively
duplicated products, if they could show reasonable sales at the category level.
A virtual reality simulation was used to predict the sales levels when the lower
priced Brand “C” products were added to the mix, when Brand “C” was added
and Brand “A” alkaline batteries were dropped, and when Brand “C” was
added and Brand “B” alkaline batteries were dropped. Figure 7 shows that:
! Adding Brand “C” to the mix does not change unit sales, although it does

reduce the category dollar sales compared to the current configuration of
Brand “A”, Brand “B”, and Private Label because of its lower price.

! Adding Brand “C” and Dropping Brand “A” Alkaline also does not hurt
unit sales but does hurt Category dollar sales.

! Adding Brand “C” and Dropping Brand “B” significantly increases both
unit and dollar sales.

The results of this study were compelling for retailers and the manufacturer
used these data to increase their distribution by over 11,000 outlets in two
years, providing significant business growth. We believe this is a good
example of the merger between existing research techniques, used to identify
the problem and the opportunity, and the simulation, which provided a direct
test of the marketing actions without ever having to change the shelf set in a
single store.
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Figure 7
CATEGORY BATTERY SALES
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DECISION CRITERIA AND SHELF SETS
A number of manufacturers have taken the path of creating or discovering
decision trees for consumers’ product choices in a category. These hierarchies
can be generated by a number of methods, including consumer rankings of
attributes or dimensions of a brand, hierarchical clustering of claimed
substitution or of household panel-based shifting, or conjoint/discrete choice
modeling. The logical follow-up (at least on the surface) is to then set the shelf
according to how consumers make decisions, thereby easing the shopping
experience by allowing consumers to go straight to their product. In a sense,
these manufacturers are trying to re-create the hierarchy of choices visually at
the point of purchase.
The next case involves just such a process, with an interesting twist. The client
was a manufacturer of sanitary protection products, one of four major players
in the world market. One of the competitors was making the rounds of retailers
proposing a radical reset of the entire sanitary protection category based on
absorbency of the products. The rationale derived from research that asked
women what was most important to them when they bought sanitary
protection. The number one answer was absorbency – women do not want
products that leaked. Our client had conducted similar research revealing the
same answer, except that women generally believed that any of the branded
products available in their country were sufficiently absorbent. In other words,
the women were saying that protection, not absorbency, was both critical and
assumed of all products.
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This manufacturer conducted a two-phased research project to better explicate
the consumer decision process and the attendant shelf set. In the first phase,
consumers shopped a current sanitary protection shelf where their first choice
was forced to be out-of-stock. From this study, we were able to determine that
consumers were form loyal, switching within, and not between, Liners, Pads,
and Tampons. Within their type of Sanitary Pad (full-size or ultra-thin), the
brand loyalties were 83% and 94% respectively. For Tampons, brand loyalty
was 83%. Interestingly, consumers bought the same absorbency only 57% of
the time for Pads, 49% for Tampons.
These findings were translated into a test of three alternative shelf sets:
! The Current shelf set, where products are horizontally stocked by brands

with Tampons on top, Liners next, and Pads below.
! A new Optimized set, where products are stocked vertically by segment,

with Tampons on the left, Liners in the middle, and Pads on the left. Pads
were split into Ultra-Thin on the top half of the shelf and Full-Size Pads
on the bottom half of the shelf.

! An Absorbency set, which the competitor was recommending, similar to
the vertically arranged set but products within the segment were arranged
according to their absorbency.

Figure 8
SEGMENT LOYALTY
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Consumers went shopping in the virtual reality simulation, rotating the order
of presentation of these three shelf sets. The results of this study were very
straightforward – the Optimized set showed sales levels no different from
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Current, while the Absorbency set performed worse, particularly in the Pad
segment (where the competitor who was recommending this set was
strongest).
At the end of the test, consumers were asked how easy it was to shop these
shelves. This measure normally fails to show much difference – most
consumers say the shelves in the simulation were very easy to shop. In this
study, consumers found the Absorbency shelf much harder to shop than the
Optimized shelf. The Optimized shelf made shopping easier, in the general
sense and in terms of finding your segment, your brand, and your specific
product. (See figure 9.)

Figure 9
SHELF SHOPABILITY
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The point we want to make from this example is that the use of “old”
technology to provide direction for category management research may be
misapplied. A simple, straightforward approach to asking consumers how they
make decisions can yield answers that do not replicate at the shelf. Given that
the key outcome of category management initiatives is more sales (or more
profits), the use of consumer-generated input requires testing to validate.
Beverages are another category segmented by many product attributes. A
primary segment determined by traditional market structure analyses is diet
versus regular content. All diet-carbonated beverages compete with each other
and are relatively independent of both non-carbonated beverages and regular
carbonated drinks. The traditional interpretation of such structure analyses is
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that consumers who are diet drinkers are a “separate market”, and the
hypothesis would be that by stocking all diet drinks together on the shelf,
purchasing would be more efficient for consumers and therefore category sales
would be greater. Testing such a rearrangement in a store would be both risky
and expensive, given the size of the section and the ease of competitive
intelligence.
To determine whether we have made an improvement in the shelf set by
separating Regular and Diet soft drinks, we created two shelf sets in Visionary
Shopper. The Branded shelf set has both Regular and Diet set by manufacturer
(for example, Pepsi, Coca-Cola, Cadbury Schweppes etc.) and brand within
manufacturer (for example, Pepsi, Diet Pepsi, Mountain Dew, etc.). The
Segmented shelf set takes this identical formation, but moves the Regular
drinks to one side of the planogram and the Diet drinks to the other side of the
shelf.
The sales results show that there is no difference in purchasing at the category
level – we have not changed their behavior at the macro level.

Figure 10
CATEGORY SALES
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Separating Regular and Diet soft drinks has counteracting effects – Diet soft
drink sales show a significant increase in sales, but at the expense of Regular
soft drinks.
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Figure 11
SOFT DRINK SALES
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Not only have we not changed their shopping behavior in terms of sales, we
have not made it any easier for them to shop this section of the store. Shopping
times, taking into account the number of products purchased, are higher for the
Segmented shelf compared to the Branded shelf.

Figure 12
SHOPPING TIME BY NUMBER OF PRODUCTS PURCHASED
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While we are not impacting the category or the segments within the category,
Pepsi sales are stronger with the Segmented shelf set, particularly the Diet side
of Pepsi’s business.

Figure 13
PEPSI CORPORATE SALES
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In order for retailers to buy into this new way of setting the shelf, Pepsi will
need to offer some inducement (more trade dollars, typically).
This finding is not completely inconsistent with the bulk of research we have
conducted in category management. As figure 14 shows, of the 20 studies run,
only seven produce the much sought-after win-win situation.

Figure 14
RESULTS OF SIMULATED STUDIES
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CONSUMER INPUT FOR CATEGORY MANAGEMENT
With these examples (and we have many more), one could conclude that the
consumer’s input is irrelevant to category management. We believe that this is
misleading. The problem with the lack of cohesion lies in three areas – the
nature of the data we collect from consumers, the techniques for analyzing that
data, and our expectations for category management solutions.
Asking consumers questions is what we marketing researchers do. The good
news is that consumers are reasonably willing to answer the questions we ask.
The bad news is, their answers are not always accurate or are subject to
qualifications. The validity of any purchase decision hierarchy depends on the
belief that consumers can: a) tell you how they make decisions; and b) that
their decision making follows a constant pattern. Consumers actually have a
hard time telling you why they choose the products they do, resorting to open-
ended responses such as “It’s what I usually buy” or “It looked good”. The
problem is, consumers don’t think a whole lot about FMCGs. Pushing a
consumer to explicate their decision processes, either before the fact, when the
choice process may be irrelevant to them at the moment, or after the fact, when
they’ve achieved closure, often yields mediocre inferences about decision
processes. While the debate will go on forever as to the rationality of
consumers, it is clear that we are not rigid buyers following a pre-ordained
path down a decision tree, even at the individual level. New product
introductions, advertising, and variety-seeking, are among the factors that can
lead someone to make a different choice from their usual selection.
There are numerous methods for segmenting a category of products and
different methods can often provide different results. None of these results are
correct or incorrect, assuming the studies have been executed correctly. They
are descriptive techniques, whose purpose is to detect and reveal an underlying
pattern. This pattern requires interpretation, thereby broadening the variability
of possible outcomes. Rare is the case, especially in fast-moving consumer
goods, where these models account for even a majority of the variance in the
data. Therefore, the failure to match a market structure or a decision hierarchy
to a new and improved shelf set or assortment can be partly traced to a weak
heuristic.
Finally, there are no studies that suggest that a store section set to match a
market structure or decision hierarchy ought to be better. Just because
consumers purchase products according to ingredients, sizes, remedies, and so
forth does not mean that making the shelf set look like their purchase decision
tree is a good thing. We are being presumptuous when we assume that
isomorphic shelf sets are automatically superior. The examples we’ve shown
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today, along with many others that we have not presented here, support our
view that we have yet to reach a sufficient level of knowledge.

CATEGORY MANAGEMENT RESEARCH
Those manufacturers and retailers who are in the vanguard of category
management have a common factor – the belief that you need to understand
how the consumer thinks about a product category in order to improve the
assortment, layout, and pricing of the products in that category. However, the
use of “standard” technologies to get to category management input is not
always advisable. Along with the advances in simulated store shopping, we
need to advance our thinking when it comes to pricing research, market
structures, and purchase hierarchy definitions. Indeed, category management
issues often point out the need for us to better understand our traditional
methodologies.
What we’ve learned over the past few years of doing category management is
that in order for category management initiatives to be successful, you must
have two simple conditions:
You need to have a real basis for your category management solution. That is,
you need to go beyond the simple “let’s stock it the way consumers shop” and
make sure that is the way consumers shop. If the results of this first phase of
research yield multiple possibilities, then consider testing those multiple
possibilities.
You need a methodology for testing the category management initiative – the
risk of implementing a bad solution is high, both for the retailer, in terms of
lost sales, and for the manufacturer, in terms of lost credibility. We prefer the
virtual reality shopping approach, which has been shown to result in very
generalizable findings.
We may also need to accept that changing the nature of the shelf set is not
going to produce positive results. Sometimes it does not matter what you try –
consumers find what they want with little problem and there is no advantage to
altering the shelf. The search for category expansion becomes again a brand
marketing issue and not a category management issue. If we were to leave you
with a final point, it is that not everything is related to or affected by category
management.
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